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Securitas Mobile Security Solutions
Securitas Mobile provide a range of services including key holding &
alarm response (both commercial and domestic), mobile patrols, a locks
and unlocks service for commercial premises and lone worker
protection/escort services.
A complete low cost, modern and balanced security solution.
Our Professional Mobile Security Officers can provide you with a Key
holding and Alarm Response Service, or a secure premises 'Lock up and
Unlocks' service which can include turning off all unnecessary electrical
equipment, securing all windows and points of entry plus all fire exits. We
will perform a lockdown of the premises and fully alarm the premises.
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Our Professional Mobile Patrol Service provides a complete low cost
security solution ensuring stability and continuity of your business which
in these harsh economic times is paramount in your business thinking.
The spot checks provided by our mobile patrol service helps prevent
criminal activity, as there is no discernible patterns to when our officers
will patrol your building. Our guards perform regular external and/or
internal mobile patrols, and opening and closing premises, as well as
attending to alarm activations as well as other verified electronic
activations from your alarm system.
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Whether you are a small to medium-sized company or a multinational,
mobile patrol services may be the best fit for your needs.
As a small to medium-sized company that requires security, you need
your doors to be locked, your window checked, your property to be
regularly patrolled and your alarms responded to. You need all this but
may want to pay a fraction of the cost of a permanent guard.
From a larger company perspective, you can reduce your costs and help
optimise your security program at smaller facilities where a static guard is
not a viable solution.
Low cost and very effective security solutions for you and your company
are now available through Securitas Mobile Ireland. Let our trained and
PSA licensed Mobile Patrol Officers help you prevent, deter and detect
vandalism, theft and respond to other safety-related incidents and where
an emergency intervention is required allow Securitas Mobile to be your
first responder.
While Securitas patrols your property after hours in clearly marked
vehicles, you can enjoy your time off with peace of mind. Our mobile
guards are trained in emergency procedures and quick response.
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Mobile Patrols
Our mobile patrols are a highly effective visual and physical deterrent,
used to move unauthorised people off site and deter theft.
We can devise internal and external patrol routes to act as an effective
deterrent, and these will be carried out randomly, so that the pattern of
patrols remains ambiguous for any unwanted visitors.
Our fully trained, PSA licensed mobile patrol officers wear the highly
recognisable Securitas uniform and drive our liveried vehicles, which
again act as a strong visual deterrent to unauthorised people on site,
therefore, reducing the likelihood of theft and vandalism.
As well as deterring criminal activity, mobile patrols alert our Licensed
Officers to the threat of fire, flood or other damaging incidents that affect
your business.
All our vehicles are fitted with a satellite tracking system. This system
allow us to provide complete 3rd party proof of our world class service
with regard to our intervention and response times.
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Reporting systems
Barcodes are placed at agreed inspection points around your site and
they are scanned on the patrol by our Officers using our in house
developed Personal Digital Assistant Guard Reporting System (GRS).

From this unit a full report of the Patrol can be available to you
immediately by email, which will highlight the time of the patrol, the
name of the Officer that carried out the patrol, and any further
information you may need to know, such as safety or security hazards
that have been found during the patrol.
Free text can be added to the report and photographs can be embedded
on to the incident report and this report is emailed real time to the report
receivers.
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Key Holding
Finding a trustworthy key holder is an integral part of running any
successful business. An increasing number of businesses understand the
risks associated with having their own employees acting as a key holder.
With the insurances and risks issues in mind, more companies are now
opting to manage this risk by outsourcing their key holding to a
professional security company with professional responders to their out
of hours emergency's.
Why should Securitas be your key holder?
All Securitas Mobile security guards are fully trained and licensed in
accordance with Republic of Ireland PSA regulations.
We provide the fastest emergency intervention response times for key
holding and alarm response within the industry by the unique use of our
TracVault system.
Our other unique selling point is that we use the ‘TRACvault’ system
which is a small safe which houses the keys to the property which is
affixed to the outside of the building.
It is made of heavy duty metal and complies with all insurance standards.
The "TRACvault" can only be accessed by an authorized electronic
"TRACkey". This intelligent pager sized electronic key enables Securitas
to provide a full auditable service.
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As the keys are located on your premises, and as all our officers have a
"TRACkey", we are able to send the closest patrol vehicle immediately to
site, dramatically cutting down our response times. We go straight to
your alarm all the time, every time which is why we have the fastest
response time in the business.
As your key holder, we ensure your keys are secured on your site. In the
event of an alarm activation our nearest mobile patrol officer can attend,
therefore reducing time spent collecting keys from a central office held
point.
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Used in conjunction with our Global Positioning Tracker and Geo Fence
Automated reporting systems, plus GRS reporting system and
TRACvault activity reports, we can provide a full four way independent
auditing of our key holding service as proof of our service excellence and
the delivery of that excellence for all your alarm activations.
A fast intervention is the key to damage limitation.
The sooner we arrive at your premises the less chance of unnecessary
loss or disruption.
When your alarm activates, we reckon that you would want Securitas
Mobile with our dedicated fleet to go direct to your alarm activation
rather than like other security companies who have to go back to their
office to get your keys and only then start their attendance of your alarm
activation.
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Premises Lock Ups & Unlocks
As a business, it can be very difficult to find a dependable and
trustworthy key holder to do daily locks and unlocks on your premises
and trying to balance the increased security risks of having untraceable
keys to your premises off site, and out of your control.
Reduce your liabilities
Having one of our Private Security Authority (PSA) Licensed Professional
Mobile Security Officers to do this can cut out the cost of paying your
staff to come in and open early or stay late to lock your premises up. It
will also cut out the cost key replacements should your staff lose them or
leave and reduce production time lost through waiting for the correct
person to open up the premises.
But from a security risk viewpoint, your vastly reduce the risks to your
premises as your staff don’t have your keys and the integrity of your
premises is maintained and enhanced through the removal of your staff
having the keys off-site for your premises.
Professional Officers
Having a Professional Mobile Security Officer also means that the
premises can be opened for lone workers, Staff working on rush last
minute orders or deliveries at short notice. This service is especially
appropriate on days when the premises are not usually open such as
weekends and evenings or Bank Holidays when sending a member of
staff would be both expensive and unsociable. Our fully PSA licensed
professional mobile security guards are responsible for locking up at
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night after workers have gone home, and returning in the morning to do
the unlocking for your day staffs and check the safety and security of the
building.
Furthermore, a 24-hour call out service means that even at very short
notice an officer can be at the premises ready to carry out all the
necessary checks.
Our fully trained officer, will thoroughly patrol and secure your buildings,
as stipulated by you in our agreed assignment Instructions.
Get some peace of mind
Our officers can turn off lights and equipment, whilst also ensuring that
windows and doors are securely closed and locked, helping to also
reduce your energy bills, whilst also securing your premises.
A full independent Satellite GEO Fence report of the arrival and departure
of our vehicle can be available to you immediately by email, which will
highlight the time of the officers arrival at your premises.

